The book was found

ESV Large Print Compact Bible (TruTone, Brown/Walnut, Portfolio Design)
**Synopsis**

The item font size is 8 pt and it is a large print edition. The ESV Large Print Compact Bible combines the benefits of a compact format with the easy readability of larger text. This Bible’s 8-point type set in a double-column format gives the Large Print Compact the right balance between portability and usability. Bible readers of all ages will find this the perfect edition for travel and on-the-go reading. Words of Christ in red Double-column, paragraph format Concordance Lifetime Guarantee
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**Customer Reviews**

The quality of this bible is excellent. It’s also a very beautiful in appearance. The paper quality is excellent and with the large print makes for an easy read even when the lighting in the room is not that great. I like to read it along side of my KJV version bibles.

Our church recently switched to using the ESV in the pews and I have never seen this version before. It is easy to read and the binding is very good. I ordered the large print after reviewing both fonts in the sample. The "regular" print size is very small and the large print is what I would call regular. Not large for someone who needs the larger print for comfortable reading. It is just right form me. There are not a lot of notes so it is a better devotional book than a study bible. Suits my needs for now.

Print is small. Not what I was looking for. Should not be advertised as large print. Quality binding
and appearance

I just received this bible based off of it's reviews and the price. I love the soft cover, the size of the font for a "compact" bible. The concordance pages are smaller print than the Old & New Testaments, but the page quality is good compared to others. This is a great bible to have when on the go or to everyday. I'm very happy with my purchase.

I bought this Bible specifically for travel. It's a great size to toss in my backpack or tote bag. The format is easy to read. Just what I was looking for!

I liked everything about my ESV except I was exspecting the "Large Print" to somewhat larger print. Also, it does not have the indented booknames tab. But everyone should know their Bible well enough to where they could flip right to the book they need.

Significant bleed threw. Love cover, hate how chapter #s look the same as the #s for references for words (hard to differentiate between them)

Beautiful Bible. Print is large for a Bible this size and it has everything a larger Bible would have. My favorite to carry to church.
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